Cummins Filtration introduces the **FF63009/5303743 Stage II Fuel Filter** for Cummins B/L series engines. The new fuel filter has been designed to significantly improve the diesel fuel filtration by effectively removing the hard particles from the diesel fuel. Important fuel filter features include:

- Higher particle removal efficiency measured in terms of Beta ratio. More than 3 times better performance compared to StrataPore™ media which ensures greater protection for fuel injection equipment.
- Sustained service life performance of the filter, which in turn increases protection to fuel injection equipment demanded by the fuel systems manufacturers. This directly translates into improved total cost of ownership and increased reliability of the fuel system.
- The unique user-friendly filter design offers increased serviceability of the filter with no spillage and easy recycling options

**Availability of the new NanoNet®**

The new fuel filter will be available for Cummins B/L series engines starting August 2013. The service filter will be available through your local Cummins dealer. For more information, contact Cummins Filtration at 1-800-22-FILTER (223-4583) within the US and Canada. Contact information for all other regions can be found on our website at cumminsfiltration.com.